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The success of the film gave rise to two sequels: "Rush Hour 2" (2001) d.n [Note: all credits to filmmakers, producers or anyone
else.These credits are payments for certain types of services, such as: filming, editing, voice acting, advertising; cooperation of a

well-known or influential director, working in a film gives you all the necessary guarantees and protection against any
retaliation), and â€œEmergency. Investigation 2" (born in 2002) Synopsis: After a terrible fire that killed a lot of people, a very

strange firefighter is found in downtown Los Angeles. This firefighter, Greg Hansen, worked for a local magnate centuries
ago.The local ruler wants to hush up this case in every possible way, but he is too dangerous for the whole city and therefore his
identity is carefully hidden. This man was very important for the authorities, and therefore the magnate decided not to disclose

his name. However, the mogul offers Greg a job where his second cousin was convicted of a crime. But Greg faces many
dangers and problems. In one of the lanes, he will be captured by a swindler. And then Greggs will go on this dangerous pursuit
of the mafia. In modern times, Gregg realizes that his "temporary" employer was very close to his "reward", but these troubles

made him different. And he decides to act independently. The events of the picture take place in our days, the series was
created in 2003. One of the producers of the picture is Randy Mulligan. The film was mentioned by Time magazine in 2009 as

one of the ten best films of the 2000s.
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